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Introduction and definitions

The design of dredged navigation channels and offshore sand mining pits requires the selection of the most
appropriate side slopes, depending on the soil composition, environmental conditions (currents and surface
waves) and channel dimensions.
The capital and maintenance dredging are minimum, if the side slopes are as steep as possible. However, steep
side slopes are susceptible to slope failure (macro instability) due to liquefaction and breaching at sandy slopes
and slides/slumps along muddy slopes. Extreme storm waves are effective in triggering slope failures. Other
trigger mechanisms are: earthquakes, tsunamis, flash floods supplying large quantities of fine sediments to tidal
channel slopes. Slope failure generally leads to channel infill in addition to infill due to morphological processes
with bed-load and suspended load transport (micro-instability). In contrast to slope failure processes,
morphological processes are not really destabilizing processes on macro-scale, but it leads to deformation of the
slope face which in turn may lead to local slope failure (undercutting due to severe erosion; oversteepening due
to severe deposition of coarse materials).
Although sophisticated geotechnical models are available for determination of slope instability conditions, it is
still hard to predict the most appropriate channel slope, particularly for mudddy slopes.
Herein, two types of slopes are condsidered: short slopes and (infinitely) long slopes. In the case of long slopes,
an upper slope zone (upper half of the channel depth) and a lower slope zone (lower half) are distinguished,
see Figure 1.1. The slope angle is given in degrees or as 1 to X., see Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1

Channel slope definitions

The present note discusses the following subjects:
• soil composition (mud, silt and sand) and insitu-bulk densities (Chapter 2);
• slope failure processes (liquefaction, breaching, slides/slumps, turbidity currents), (Chapter 3);
• morphological processes at slopes (erosion and deposition), (Chapter 4);
• observed slopes of dredged channels and pits in various hydrodynamic regimes (Chapter 5);
• synthesis of results and guidelines of slope values for muddy, silty and sandy materials (Chapter 6).
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The grain size scale of the American Geophysical Union for sediments with particle sizes smaller than 2 mm
consists of about 13 subclasses ranging from very coarse sand to very fine clay. Herein, six somewhat broader
subclasses are distinguished:
coarse sand (non-cohesive)
0.5 to 2 mm
(500 to 2000 m)
medium sand (non-cohesive)
0.25-0.5 mm
(250 to 500 m)
fine sand (non-cohesive)
0.062 to 0.25 mm
(62 to 500 m)
coarse silt (sometimes cohesive)
0.032 to 0.062 mm
(32 to 62 m)
fine silt (weakly cohesive)
0.08 to 0.32 mm
( 8 to 32 m)
clay+very fine silt (very cohesive)
<0.08 mm
(< 8 m)
The following class separation diameters are herein used: dgravel=2000 m, dsand=62 m, dsilt=32 m, dfine= 8 m.
Basically, the pure clay fraction is the fraction with sediments smaller than 2 m (lutum). For practical reasons
(laboratory determination of the percentage < 2 m is extremely difficult), the cohesive fraction with clay and
very fine silt is herein defined to consist of particles with diameters smaller than 8 m (clay-dominated fraction).
Bed samples consisting of mixtures of clay, silt and sand are herein classified as: mud, sandy mud, silty mud or
clayey mud, depending on the percentages of sand, silt, clay and organic material (Table 2.1.1). Mud is defined
as the sediment mixture/fraction with particles smaller than 62 m.
Type of sediment

Percentage
of organic
material
Sand
(non-cohesive)
0%
Muddy Sand
(weakly-cohesive)
0-5%
Sandy Mud
(cohesive)
0-5%
Mud
(cohesive)
0-10%
Silty Mud
(cohesive)
0-10%
Clayey Mud
(cohesive)
0-10%
Table 2.1.1 Types of sand-mud mixtures

2.2

Percentage
of Clay+Fine
Silt (< 8 m)
0%
0-5%
5-10%
10-20%
10-40%
40-60%

Percentage
of Silt
(8 to 62 m)
0%
20-40%
30-60%
50-70%
60-80%
40-60%

Percentage
of Sand
(> 62 m)
100%
60-70%
60-30%
0-30%
0-20%
0-10%

Network structure

In tidal rivers (estuaries) the bed generally consists of a mixture of sand, silt, clay and organic materials. The fraction
of fine sand, silt and clay (and organic materials) with particle sizes < 62 m is defined as mud.
The bed generally has cohesive properties when the mud fraction (<62 m) is larger than about 0.3, which is known
as the critical mud content (pmud,cr 0.3).
True cohesion is a soil property mainly depending on electro-chemical bonds between the particles, often enhanced
by organic polymers in the soil. Cohesive effects in mud-sand mixtures become important in the case that the sand
particles are fully surrounded (coated) by fine cohesive particles.
A mixture of sand particles (diameter D) can form a network structure with strong cohesive bonds, if each sand
particle is in a cube with diameter D and all cubes are closely packed creating a network structure with contact
between all sand particles, see Figure 2.2.1 (upper).
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The volume concentration csand can be defined as the ratio of the sand particle volume (0.16D3 for a sphere) and the
cube volume (D3) resulting in csand  0.5 (volume concentration). Thus, all sand particles are in contact in the case of
a volume concentration of about 0.5. This packing arrangement is known as cube-packing (porosity of about 0.47;
loosest packing). A stronger network is obtained for a hexagonal-packing resulting in a volume concentration of
about 0.7 (densest packing with porosity of about 0.3), see Figure 2.2.1 (upper). Loosely packed sand has porosity >
0.42 and densely packed sand has porosity < 0.32.

Sand D

Percentage fines < 30%

Sand D

Skin layer of
silt-clay d

Sand D

Diameter D+2d

Percentage fines > 30%

Sand D

Figure 2.2.1

Network structures of mud-sand mixtures
Upper: sand particles withoud mud
Middle: sand particles with skin layer of silt-clay particles (percentage fines < 30%)
Lower: sand particles drowned in mud particles (percentage fines > 30%)

If one sand particle with diameter D is surrounded by a layer of fine particles with diameter d, the total volume
of the fine particles in the skin layer is about: Vfines = (1-) 1.33 [(0.5D+d)3-(0.5D)3] with = pore volume of
the fine particles (about 0.4).
The cube around a sand particle (diameter D) plus the skin layer of very fine particles (diameter d) has a volume
of Vcube,sand+fines=(D+2d)3.
The volume concentration of fine particles is:
cfines=Vfines/Vcube,sand+fines= (1-)1.33[(0.5D+d)3-(0.5D)3]/(D+2d)3
(2.1)
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Using: =0.4, d/D=0.08, d=0.000008 m (8 m), D=0.0001 m (100 m), it follows that: cfines 0.1.
Thus, a minimum of about pclay=0.1 (10%) of fine particles (< 8 m) is required for complete coating of the
sand particles (62 to 200 m) by a skin layer of fine particles.
Assuming pclay,cr= 0.1 and a clay-silt ratio of psilt/pclay= 2 for natural mixed sediment beds, the critical mud content (<
62 m) will be about pclay,cr+psilt,cr= pmud,cr  0.3. A fully space-filling network will be present for clay-silt contents >
0.3. The distance between the sand particles will increase for increasing clay-silt content, see Figure 2.2.1.
If the mud content is below the critical value (pmud<pmud,cr), the bed only has weak cohesive or non-cohesive
properties.
A fully cohesive bed is different from a non-cohesive bed in the sense that the density of the bed is not constant
in time due to hindered settling and consolidation processes taking place in the near-bed region. Particle-particle
interaction of very fine cohesive particles results in aggregation (flocs) of the particles.
In the final stage of the (hindered) settling process near the bed, these flocs become space-filling and form a
network structure (gelling structure), which is the onset of the consolidation process. The concentration at the
transition from hindered settling to consolidation (or from mobile fluid mud to immobile consolidating mud) is
defined as the gelling concentration cgel. Observations at the mouth of the Amazon in Brazil (Vinzon and Mehta,
2003) show gelling/maximum concentrations at the bottom of the mobile layer of the order of 200 to 250 kg/m3.
Li et al. (2004) report a value of about 280 kg/m3 (wet bulk density of about 1200 kg/m3) as the transition from
the mobile fluid mud to the immobile consolidating bed (about 10 m) for the mouth of the Yangtze Estuary in
China. Consolidation tests of koalinite (< 4 m) in saline water (Van Rijn, 1993) show that the consolidation
process commences at a concentration of about cgel= 150 to 250 kg/m3.
2.3

Angle of repose

The stability of cohesionless grains on a slope is related to the angle of repose (). The top layer of grains on a
slope is stable as long as the top surface has a slope less than the angle of maximum stability max. When the
slope is increased above (max), the grains begin to move and an avalanche of grains occurs. The angle of the
slope at rest is the angle of repose ().
Using a 2D-approach with uniform discs (see Figure 2.3.1), simple geometrical considerations lead to a
theoretical value max + 60o  90o resulting in max = 30o.
This argument can be generalized to 3D with spheres (see Figure 2.3.1); a stable arrangement consists of three
spheres supporting a fourth sphere on top of it. The top sphere is stable only if the gravitational force vector
points within the projection of the base triangle on the horizontal plane resulting in a maximum angle of stability
as max = 23.4o (Barabasi et al. 1999). Some -values are given in Table 2.3.1.

60o

Figure 2.3.1

Stable cohesionless grains on a sloping surface (Barabasi et al. 1999)
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Type
Angle of repose (o)
Discs (2D)
24  1
Glass spheres (3D)
22  2
Glass beads (3D)
26  2
Sand
30  3
Gravel
35  3
Table 2.3.1
Angle of repose

2.4

Dry bulk density

The dry bulk density of sand-mud deposits in tidal channels strongly depends on the bed composition
(percentage clay, silt, sand), as shown in Figure 2.4.1 for a tidal channel (length of 3 km; width of 10 to 20 m) in
the Dutch Wadden Sea. The bed composition is muddy at the landward end and sandy at the seaward end.
Bed samples have been taken over the upper 0.5 m of the bed at low water when the bed is exposed. The dry
bulk density and the percentage of sand (> 62 m) have been determined in the laboratory. The ratio of the
fraction of clay/lutum (< 8 m) and silt (8-62 m) is about 1 to 2.
The dry bulk density data can be fairly well represented by (trend line, see Figure 2.4.1):
dry= 400 (pclay/100)3 + 1200 (psilt/100)3 + 1550(psand/100)
(2.2)
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Figure 2.4.1

Dry bulk density as function of percentage of sand; tidal channel Noordpolderzijl, Wadden Sea,
The Netherlands
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The side slopes of a sandy channel depend on the characteristics of the soil in combination with the hydraulic
conditions, and may vary between 1 to 2 and 1 to 15. The maximum slope for densily packed sand is about 1 to
2 for a channel depth of 10 m and about 1 to 4 for deeper channels (depth of 20 m). Gentle side slopes are mostly
found in areas with non-cohesive to weak cohesive soils (silt to soft clay), while steep side slopes are found in
lumpy (silty/muddy) sands, hard cohesive soil and other hard soil formations (stiff to firm clay).
Figure 3.1.1 shows an example of the deformation of a slope of fine sand (150 to 250 m) due to morphological
processes in tidal flow.

Upper slope

Lower slope

Figure 3.1.1

Channel slope development due to morphological processes in tidal flow

Various mechanisms for slope instability and deformation can be distinguished (see Figure 3.1.2):
• slope sliding/slumping, which occurs along very steep cohesionless slopes and milder cohesive mud slopes;
• liquefaction and successive mass slide, which generally occurs in loosely packed sandy layers of
sedimentation areas (upstream slope of navigation channel) due to sudden increase of fluid pressure
(overpressure) and simultaneous decrease of grain stresses resulting in rather gentle slopes (between 1 to
10 and 1 to 20);
• breaching and retrogressive erosion of side slope, which generally starts from a local steep initial slope
producing a quasi-steady turbidity current of sediment (Mastbergen et al., 2002; Van den Berg et al., 2002);
• generation of turbidity currents (Figure 3.1.3); turbidity currents of fine cohesionless sediments (fine silts
and sands) are sediment-laden underflows that can occur along relatively steep slopes and delta fronts in
lakes, in reservoirs and in submarine canyons and are driven by the excess density of suspended sediment
due to erosion of sediments from the bed into the turbidity layer;
• morphological (deposition and erosion) processes due to tidal currents in combination with surface waves,
as follows (Figure 3.1.1):
- reduction of sediment transport capacity in the channel due to smaller velocities
(most effective in channels perpendicular to the flow);
- gravitational effects inducing a downward force on bed-load particles on the side slopes of a channel
(most effective in channels parallel with the flow).
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Mechanisms of slope deformation
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Slope failures due to liquefaction and breaching of sand

3.2.1 Definitions
Slope failures are common features along steep channel slopes in estuaries and large rivers that consist of clean
sands, and are mostly assumed to be generated by sudden liquefaction of large masses of very loosely packed
sand. Another less commonly recognized type of failure is the gradual retrogression of a very steep slope, steeper
than the angle-of-repose. Breaching produces a sustained quasi-steady, turbidity current.
Slope failure by liquefaction involves thick layers of very loosely packed sand (with a pore volume larger than
about 42%). This type of sand is known as contractant material because, after a small disturbance, it is liable to
volume contraction with a consequent rise in pore pressure. Both types of failures are extensively described by
Van den Berg et al. 2002.
Slope failure by breaching refers to a thin surficial layer of sediment and is restricted to very steep subaqueous
slopes, composed of medium to densely (hexagonally) packed sand. This sand is known as dilatant material
because, when subject to shear deformation, its volume expands, causing a negative pore pressure with respect
to the hydrostatic pore pressure. The underpressured sand is able to maintain a steep (up to vertical) subaqueous
slope, which gradually fails because the negative pore pressure at the surface is only slowly compensated by
inflowing porewater.
Both types of failures appear to produce a similar morphology, resembling the post-event morphology of a large
subaerial slump. In the upper part of the affected slope, an embayment-type depression is formed, and the
embayment generally goes over into a relatively narrow neck downslope, which in turn forms the apex of the
depositional fan. The occurrence of both types of failure is restricted to the same environmental conditions and
the same fine sand. However, the processes of sand transport after the initial failure are quite different.

Figure 3.2.1 Dilatant versus contractant for granular materials

3.2.2 Slope failure due to liquefaction
A liquefaction flow slide is a phenomenon in which a mass of sand on a subaqueous slope suddenly starts
behaving like a viscous fluid, so that it becomes able to flow out as very gentle slopes. Liquefaction occurs when
the framework of loosely packed fine-grained sand, saturated with porewater, suddenly collapses as a result of
some external triggering agent (earthquake; extreme storm event). Slope failure due to liquefaction appears to
be restricted to loosely packed fine sands. Above a critical value of applied shear, the grain fabric collapses and
shows a strong tendency to contract. The porewater then prohibits the contractive reduction in volume, and an
increase in pore pressure occurs. The increase in pore pressure and corresponding reduction in internal friction
angle may be strong enough to cause slope instability and the subsequent initiation of a slope failure. The slope
failure may trigger a turbidity current if the slope is long enough.
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Extended documentation of large channel bank/slope failures comes from the Schelde estuaries in the SW
Netherlands (about 1000 failures occurred during the past 200 years; Van den Berg et al. 2002). The post-failure
slope angles of the majority of these instabilities were so gentle (1 to 15 and milder, see Figure 3.2.2) that they
were considered to be failures due to liquefaction processes. About 60% of the failures had a sand volume over
0.1 million m3. The reduction in channel depth in the depositional area may be rather large, see Figure 3.2.2. The
initial thickness of the deposit may locally be more than 20 m.

slope of 1 to 15

Figure 3.2.2

Slope failure profiles due to liquefaction in Schelde estuary (Van den Berg et al., 2002)

3.2.3 Slope failure due to breaching
A failure due to breaching is defined as a gradual retreat of a subaqueous slope, which is steeper than the
angle-of-repose near the top of the slope, in fine non-cohesive, dilatant sands, see Figure 3.2.3.
Breaching along a stable existing slope is promoted:
• if a local steep zone (upper, middle or toe) is created (by local deposition, erosion or dredging);
• if the slope length is relatively large (> 5 m);
• if the initial steep zone is relatively large (steeper than 1 to 2);
• if relatively fine and loose sand is present (suspended load transport; d50 < 200 m).
Once a steep slope is created in clean, fine sand, this may be a stable, retrograding feature for some time as a
result of a shear-dilatancy effect. Dilatancy is the process in which the pore volume of moderately to well-packed
sand increases by deformation as a result of increased shear. Dilatancy leads to negative pore pressures, with
respect to the hydrostatic pressure, resulting in increased shear resistance. In the case of a steep underwater
slope, the grains will 'glue' together in a zone of negative pore pressure near the steep slope. The negative
pressure is gradually compensated by penetrating water. In small laboratory breaches, this is followed by
individual particles raining down the steep slope. In the case of larger breach heights, slope retreat in the upper,
steepest part of the breach is dominated by the failure of thin slabs of sand. Lower down the gradually decreasing
slope, the slabs disintegrate into a dense (high-concentration) suspension flow.
High-concentration suspensions of fine sediments (silt and sand) can be generated and transported along
relatively mild slopes (1 to 7 to 10) due to effect of hindered settling reducing the effective settling velocity. As
a result of this process, the slopes in the toe zone are relatively mild, whereas steep slopes close to the angle of
repose are present at the upper end where bed load transport with rolling and saltating particles is dominant.
Most of the present knowledge of breaching comes from dredging practice. One method of subaqueous sand
mining is dredging from a sandpit with a suction dredger. At the start of the dredging operation, the suction pipe
is lowered several metres below the bed, and a cylindrical crater with a very steep slope is formed around the
suction mouth. Generally, this slope does not collapse, but retreats gradually by the process of breaching, and
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may retain its near vertical steepness during retreat. Sand released from the slope is mixed with water and
accelerates in a turbulent density flow. At the base of the breach, a gradual transition to a very gentle slope
occurs. Ongoing suction of sand is not necessary to keep the breaching process going, and it may continue hours
after the dredging is stopped.
Flume tests with small breaches have shown that the retrograding velocity (steep slope or wall velocity V) of
these small breaches is mainly a function of permeability (k) and, to a lesser extent, the internal friction angle,
relative grain density, initial porosity and porosity increase during dilation and can be roughly approximated in
shallow water by V = 25k.
The necessary precondition for the initiation of a breach failure is a local steep slope disturbance, such as that
produced by dredging or scour by channel flow.
As the retrogression of an active, large breach is of the order of 0.5 to 1 m per minute, a single breach may
last for several hours without interruption.
An event of natural bank retrogradation by breaching did occur at a tidal flat bordering a channel with depth of
10 m in the Dutch Wadden Sea, near the island of Terschelling. The breach event occurred over a period of about
30 minutes. The sand had a median diameter of 200 µm. The event occurred shortly after extremely low water,
resulting from a combination of spring tide and strong offshore-directed wind.
Lade and Yamamoto (1997) have done laboratory experiments with non-cohesive mixture of sand and slit. They
concluded that all sands mixed with minor percentages of silts (<30%) are less resistant against liquefaction than
pure sands.
Raaijmakers (2005) has used the model SLIQ2D of Deltares to compute the critical slope in breaching conditions
for different porosity values and three slope heights of 5, 10 and 20 m, see Figure 3.2.4. Very stables slopes (up
to 1 to 4) are present for a slope height of 5 m. The slope is very sensitive to the porosity values > 0.42 (loosely
packed sand).

Figure 3.2.3 Slope failure due to breaching (Van den Berg et al. 2002)
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Figure 3.2.4 Critical slopes (breaching) as function of slope height and porosity factor (Raaijmakers 2005)

Field experiment
Maertens et al. (2009) report about a laboratory experiment and full-scale field experiment of breaching
processes. The full-scale field experiment refers to the generation of breaching processes in a sand mining pit
with sand in the range of 200 to 300 m. Before the start of the test a large area was dredged till a depth of
about 25m in order to obtain an almost unlimited horizontal flow of the sand during breaching. Then, the suction
tube of the dredger was lowered at the toe of the existing slope to a depth of 30 m and the suction tube has
been moved towards the slope, with a combined lateral movement over a distance of about 25 m. Four breaches
were initiated. After each breaching, the sediments of the slides were removed in order to avoid obstruction for
further breaching.
Figure 3.2.5 shows measured slope profiles before and after breaching for one event. The slopes after breaching
of sand in the range of 200 to 300 m can be roughly approximated by:
• upper 5 m: slope of 1 to 2;
• upper zone between 5 and 10 m: slope of 1 to 3;
• lower zone between 10 and 20 m: slope of 1 to 4;
• toe zone between 20 and 30 m: slope of 1 to 8.
Observations clearly showed that once a breach is initiated, it extends rather slowly, first under water, then
resulting in gradual sliding of the slope. Once, the instability is triggered it cannot be stopped.

Figure 3.2.5

Slope profiles before (red) and after (green) breaching (Maertens et al. 2009)
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3.2.4 Slope failure of fine sand due to surface waves
Sea waves crossing a channel slope consisting of fine cohesionless sediments (silt and fine sand) generate
horizontal and vertical pressure fluctuations at the bed (Figure 3.2.6). These pressure pulses due to waves can
be a major factor in initiating submarine slope failures (slides). As the wave passes, soil at a particular point
experiences cyclic fluctuations of the pore water pressure and hence the intergranular stresses. This fluctuation
of effective stresses in the soil causes a tendency for soil compaction resulting in gradual pore water
overpressure (indirect effect), which can reduce the (undrained) strength of the soil and hence liquefaction.
Van Rhee and Bezuijen (1992) have studied the stability of the outer (cohesionless) grains based on the concept
of equilibrium of forces on a certain unit volume of soil at the outer slope.The balance of forces included the
additional force due to outgoing seepage flows generated by wave pressure variations (based on linear wave
theory) normal to the slope face. The outgoing seepage flow based on the law of Darcy reduces the stability of
the grains of the top layer.
The maximum wave height is found to be (Raaijmakers 2005; see also Section3.3.3):
Hmax= 2 kw-1 (1-) (s-1) [sin(-)/sin] cosh(kwh) = 0.6 Lw (1-) (s-1) [sin(-)/sin] cosh(6.28h/Lw)

(3.2.1)

with: = porosity factor, kw=2/Lw, Lw= wave length, h=water depth, s= s/w= relative density, =slope angle,
= angle of repose. surface waves

seepage flow

Figure 3.2.6

seabed

Surface waves crossing channel

Based on the computed results of Raaijmakers (2005), it follows that:
• Hmax decreases for less compacted sand beds ( relatively large -values);
• Hmax is very large for slopes milder than 1 to 4 (about 15o).
Using:

h=10 m, Lw= 70 m (T=8 s), = 0.4, s=1.6, =35o:
very mild slope  0o: [sin(-)/sin] 1 and
mild slope
 10o: [sin(-)/sin] 0.7 and
steep slope
 20o: [sin(-)/sin] 0.45 and
very steep slope  30o: [sin(-)/sin] 0.15 and

Hmax 30 [sin(-)/sin]
Hmax 30 m and H/h>> 1
Hmax 20 m and H/h>> 1
Hmax 14 m and H/h>> 1
Hmax 4.5 m and H/h=0.45

Slope failure due to waves can only occur at the upper corner of very steep slopes close to the angle of repose
(angles of 20o to 30o). Including a safety factor, the side slope angle of a sandy channel should not be steeper 20o
(slope of 1 to 3) in conditions with large waves storm waves.
The upper part of the slope is the most critical part (smallest depth) because the wave impact diminishes with
increasing depth. Furthermore, the wave height in the deeper channel will reduce due to larger depth
(deshoaling).
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Another process is that every wave cycle will cause compaction of the soil due to pressure variations,
generating excess pore water pressures and possibly (cyclic wave-induced) liquefaction. Raaijmakers (2005)
has studied this problem by using a computer model simulating the development of water overpressures in
time under storm conditions. The hydraulic permeability (k) is kept constant during the compaction process,
whereas the consolidation coefficient (cv) is proportional to the square root of the effective stress. Hence, the
consolidation coefficient (cv) is not a constant, but varies with both the level of stress and degree of
consolidation.
Based on this, it is concluded that:
• an increase of the hydraulic permeability (k) of the soil (sandy soils; larger k-values) results in a
smaller pressure build-up and therefore a reduction of the risk of cyclic liquefaction;
• a larger consolidation coefficient (cv) means faster diminishing excess pore water pressures; soils
with a larger hydraulic permeability (coarse sands) or a smaller compressibility (densesely packed
sands) are far less susceptible to liquefaction due to cyclic loading;
• compaction due to storm events is of the order of 1 or 2% for loosely and medium packed soils;
• the influence of waves fades out fast with increasing water depth, so the shallowest part of a slope
will be normative for the risk of cyclic liquefaction.
Liquefaction due to cyclic wave loading effects can be reduced by improving soil properties (hydraulic
permeability k, consolidation coefficient cv and compaction) of the ‘danger zones’. Increasing the compaction
(less porosity) or providing some drainage at the slope are better measures than reducing the slope steepness.
Finally, the difference between static and cyclic wave-induced liquefaction is emphasized. While static
liquefaction usually initiates at a location somewhere in the lower part of a slope, wave-induced liquefaction
takes place at a shallow location in the upper part of the slope. The former is strongly related to the slope
height, while the latter is not. The consequences of the generated sliding processes will be larger for higher
slopes, because the erosive capacities will increase when the sliding soil is accelerated. Slope flattening is an
effective measure to resist static liquefaction, other measures are needed to deal with wave-induced
liquefaction, aimed at improving soil properties of the upper layer.
3.3

Slope failures due to sliding/slumping of cohesive soils

3.3.1 Sliding and slumping observations
Slides and slumps are failure mechanisms due to gravity forces which occur along relatively long slopes of
(slightly) cohesive sediment beds with relatively low internal shear strength. Characteristic features are large
slabs and lumps of sediment material moving downward along the slope. Slides may also trigger turbidity
currents.
Much of the knowledge in understanding the processes involved has been obtained through detailed analysis of
particular cases. Morgenstern (1967) has described many slide events at long submarine slopes.
Most sediments involved in slumps are likely to be normally slightly underconsolidated (rather firm) sediment
mixtures of clay, silt and sand. Overconsolidated sediments also exist in a marine environment, the
overconsolidation having been induced by removal of overburden by erosion of sediment.
Slumping has been observed to have occurred on a wide range of slope inclinations in the range of 3o to 10o at
the continental shelves. Most unstable sediments are in the fine range < 100 to 150 m. The heads of submarine
canyons provide an extremely suitable environment for sliding/slumping because of their steeper inclination and
their action as sediment traps.
Liquefaction plays an important role in causing many features observed in slumps (decreasing shearing resistance
of the sediment). Liquefaction occurs most commonly in saturated loose sands and silts which, when loaded,
14
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collapse and transfer the load to the pore water. Pore pressure gradients can be set up which eliminate the
shearing resistance of the sediment, and if the seepage velocity due to the hydraulic gradient is high enough,
solid particles can be carried with the flow.
Quick clays (marine clays with high water content; easily liquefied; u= 5o to 10o) and very loose sands are
examples of structurally metastable soils which may be defined as soils that, when brought to failure under
drained conditions, deform further under undrained conditions. Metastable soils show a very large rate of
volume decrease during drained shear.
3.3.2 Shearing strength concept
Slope failure by sliding and/or slumping occurs if the soil shearing strength is exceeded. The shearing strength of
a soil is defined as the maximum resistance to shearing forces. Generally, the shearing strength increases with
increasing depth below the soil surface.
Classical soil mechanics methods for the computation of slope stability are based on a circular slip
schematization. The slip zone is divided into a number of slices and the disturbing (gravity) and resisting forces
are determined for each slice. The resisting stress is the internal shear strength of the soils, which can be
expressed as (Figure 3.3.1):
u = cu+ n/ tan(u)

(3.3.1)

with: u = shearing strength, cu= initial cohesive strength (or cohesion or resitance) due to forces tending to bond
the soil particles toegether (for /=0), n/= n-p = intergranular (effective) stress normal to the slide plane,
n= total soil stress normal to slide plane, p= pore water pressure, u= angle of internal friction (angle of repose
for loose granular materials ; sand and gravel); index u refers to undrained conditions.


clay

u
u



sand

cu





Figure 3.3.1 Shear strength as function of normal stress; law of Coulomb
The vertical effective stress in hydrostatic conditions is z/= (wet-w) g z = (1-)(s-w) g z with: wet= wet bulk
density, z= vertical depth below soil surface, = porosity, s= sediment density, w= fluid density.
Two types of conditions can occur: undrained in soils with low permeability (buildup of pore water pressure) and
drained in soils with high permeability.
The values of cu and u can be determined by means of laboratory tests (shear box test and triaxial test). Some
u values are given in Table 3.3.1 (www.geotechdata.info; Skempton 1964; Raymond 1997; Verruijt 2012).
Stable clays: u  20o to 30o
Remoulded clays with large deformation: u  10o
Triaxial tests on very loose sand showed values of u  10o (undrained) and drained  20o (Morgenstern 1967).
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Silty consolidated clay: u  28o and cu 40 kN/m2 (Morgenstern 1967).
The cu-value depends on the degree of consolidation (Table 3.3.1); cu is relatively small for soft mud and relatively
large for very firm consolidated mud. Typical values of cu of tidal channel banks in the Bahia Blanca Estuary,
Argentina, were shown to be between 50 and 150 kN/m2 in the surface layer of 1 m (Ginsberg and Perillo, 1990).
Diagenetic bonding due to chemical processes (cementing) can have a strong effect on u and cu-values.
Type of soil
Loosely
Medium
Densely
compacted/consolidated
compacted/consolidated compacted/consolidated
Gravel
36o-40o
40o-45o
u =32o-36o; cu= 0
o
o
o
o
Sand
30 -35
35o-40o
u =26 -30 ; cu= 0
Silty Sand
28o-32o
32o-35o
u =26o-28o; cu= 0
o
o
Silty Clayey Sand
28 -32
32o-35o
u =26o-28o; cu= 0
Silt
27o-30o
30o-33o
u =25o-27o; cu= 0
Clayey Silt
26o-28o
28o-30o
u =23o-26o; cu= 0
o
o
Silty Clay Loam
20 -25
25o-27o
u =15o-20o; cu= 0-5 kN/m2
Clay
15o-20o; cu=10-30 kN/m2
20o-25o; cu=30 to 50 kN/m2
u =10o-15o; cu= 5-10 kN/m2
Angle u =10o; slope 1 to 6;
Angle u =18o; slope 1 to 3
o
Angle u =12 ; slope 1 to 5;
Angle u =23o; slope 1 to 2.5
Angle u =15o; slope 1 to 4;
Angle u =27o; slope 1 to 2
Table 3.3.1 Values of u and cu for various types of sediment mixtures
Based on field test results, it is found that the ratio of N=cu/z/ is approximately constant for a particular fully
consolidated soil; cu= cohesion and z/= (wet-w) g z.
This is an indication that the cu-value increases with depth below the surface of a particular soil (Morgenstern
1967), see Figure 3.3.2. Often, it is assumed that the cu-value increases linearly with depth (z).
The ratio of N=cu/z/ is found to increase for increasing Plasticity Index (PI), as follows (Morgenstern 1967):
PI <5:
N=cu/z/< 0.10
(very soft underconsolidated soils, thick fluid mud);
PI  5-15: N=cu/z/ 0.10-0.15
(soft underconsolidated soils; loose silt and fine sand);
/
PI  15-40: N=cu/z  0.15-0.25
(underconsolidated mud deposits; medium firm deposits);
PI  40-80: N=cu/z/ 0.25-0.40
(fully consolidated mud deposits; firm deposits).
soil surface



sample 1

z3

sample 2
sample 3

u3

cu3

u2

cu2

u1

sample 3 at large depth

sample 2 at medium depth

sample 1 close to surface

cu1

Figure 3.3.2



Shear strength of samples at different depth below soil surface
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3.3.3 Failure slopes
A simple approach to determine the slope failure is the concept of equilibrium of forces along a slide plane
parallel to the slope surface, see Figure 3.3.3.
According to Morgenstern (1967), the consideration of the equilibrium forces for an infinite slope with failure
occurring on a plane or planes parallel to the slope provides an adequate framework, as the available soil
properties are often insufficient to use more refined slope failure planes (circular/rotational sliding).
Three types of sliding/slumping can be distinguished:
• drained sliding/slumping; no excess pore pressures exist at failure conditions; failure of coarse deposits
with oversteepening due to rapid deposition, which come to rest at slope angles just below the angle of
repose (delta fans and mountain streams; slope angles of 25o to 30o);
• undrained sliding/slumping; excess pore pressures exist at failure conditions (earthquake-induced; soft
mud deposits, undercutting due to rapid erosion);
• collapse sliding/slumping; slope fails initially under drained conditions, but the deformations associated
with failure yield a large increase in pore pressures, which reduce the shearing resistance; initial failure
under drained conditions and deformation/acceleration under undrained conditions.
Two failure cases are considered hereafter:
A. slope above water;
B. slope below water.

SLOPE BELOW WATER

SLOPE ABOVE WATER
L

nd





z

nw
FG,s

FG,s



FR,s

FG

FR,s

FG,n

FG

Figure 3.3.3 Stability of infinite slopes
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Case A: Slope above water
The gravity force per unit width is decomposed in FG,s and FG,w, as follows:
FG,s= [dry nd L + wet nw L] g sin
FG,n= [dry nd L + wet nw L] g cos
The soil friction force per unit width is:
FR,s= R L = [cu+ n/ tan] L = [cu+ {dry g nd + (wet-w) g nw} cos tan] L
with: R = [cu+ n/ tan] = law of Coulomb and n/= soil (Vsoil/L)g cos = [dry nd + (wet-w) nw] g cos
Stable slope for: FG,s  FR,s, it follows that:
[dry nd + wet nw ] g sin  [cu+ {dry nd + (wet-w) nw} g cos tan]

sin 

[cu+ {dry nd + (wet-w) nw} g cos tan]
_________________________________________________

(3.3.2)

(3.3.3)

[dry nd + wet nw] g
Loose, dry sand (cu= 0, nw= 0): sin  cos tan or tan  tan or   .
Saturated sand (cu= 0, nd= 0): sin  [1-w/wet] cos tan or tan  [1-w/wet] tan
The maximum slope of saturated sand is substantially less steep (factor [1-w/wet]  0.5) than that for dry sand.
Case B: Slope under water
The gravity force per unit width is decomposed in FG,s and FG,w, as follows:
FG,s= [(wet-w) n L] g sin = [(1-)(s-w) n L] g sin
FG,n= [(wet-w) n L] g cos = [(1-)(s-w) n L] g cos
with: = porosity factor, wet= (1-) (s-w)
The soil friction force per unit width is:
FR,s= R L = [cu+ n/ tan] L = [cu+ {(wet-w) g n} cos tan] L
with: R = [cu+ n/ tan] = law of Coulomb and
n/= soil (Vsoil/L) g cos = [(wet-w) n] g cos = [(1-)(s-w) n] g cos
Stable slope for: FG,s  FR,s, it follows that:
[(1-)(s-w) n] g sin  [cu + (1-)(s-w) n g cos tan]

sin 

[cu+ (1-)(s-w) n g cos tan]
__________________________________________

(3.3.4)

(3.3.5)

[(1-)(s-w) g n]
Loose sand (cu= 0): sin  cos tan or tan  tan or   .
The maximum slope for loose sand under water is the same as that for loose dry sand above water.
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Earthquakes: Morgenstern (1967) introduced a horizontal body force induced by an earthquake as a fraction of
the gravity acceleration (cos for the component parallel to the slide plane), as follows:
Fearthquake= e [wet n L] g cos with: e= fraction (0 to 1).
This yields:
[(1-)(s-w) n] g sin + e [wet n] g cos  [cu+ (1-)(s-w) n g cos tan]

(3.3.6)

[cu + (1-)(s-w) n g cos tan] - e [wet n] g cos
_________________________________________________________________________

(3.3.7)

sin 

[(1-)(s-w) g n]
Morgenstern (1967) shows that in the case of an earth quake with e= 0.05:
critical  3o for cu/z/ 0.2 (critical  12o for cu/z/ 0.2 without earthquake e=0);
critical  8o for cu/z/ 0.3 (critical  18o for cu/z/ 0.3 without earthquake e=0).
Thus: slides occur at milder slopes in earthquake conditions.
Seepage flows (overpressure of pore water) due to surface waves crossing a channel slope can be taken into
account, as follows (see Figure 3.3.3):
Fseep,n = p L= w g L n [(w g)-1 (p/n)]= w g L n Iw
seep,n=w g n Iw (hydraulic gradient of porewater is positive for outward flow; n = n  x)
with: Iw = [(w g)-1 (p/n)]  [(w g)-1 (p/x)]= hydraulic gradient due to overpressure of pore water.
The dynamic pressure due to surface waves at the bottom is:
pb= 0.5wgH [1/cosh(kwh)] [cos(kx-t)]
kw=2/Lw= wave number; Lw= wave length, H= wave height;
pb/x= -0.5wgH kw [1/cosh(kwh)] [sin(kwx-t)]
(pb/x)max= -0.5wgH k [1/cosh(kwh)] or Iw= -0.5 H kw [1/cosh(kwh)]
seep,n,max= -0.5w g n H kw [1/cosh(kwh)] = -0.5w g n H kw [1/cosh(kwh)]
The effective intergranular stress (n/) of the top layer of a sand bed is reduced by the seepage-induced stress
(seep,n,max). The wave pressure can penetrate into the top layer of the sand bed over some distance (say 0.1 to
0.3 m).
The shear strength becomes: R = [cu+ (n/ -seep,max) tan]
Including the seepage effect, Equation (3.3.5) can now be described by for sandy material:

sin 

cu + (1-)(s-w) n g cos - 0.5w g n Hmax kw {1/cosh(kwh)} tan
_____________________________________________________________________________________

(3.3.8)

[(1-)(s-w) g n]
For sandy materials with cu= 0, this yields:
Hmax= (2/kw) (1-) (s-1) [(cos tan-sin)/tan] cosh(kwh)= (2/kw) (1-) (s-1) cosh(kwh) [sin(-)/sin] (3.3.9)
Hmax= maximum allowable wave height just before slope failure of a sandy bed
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Ratio cu/z/ for cohesive slopes under water
Using: n=z cos  (see Figure 3.3.3), Equation (3.3.5) can be rewritten as:
[cu+ (1-)(s-w) z g (cos)2 tan]
sin 

__________________________________________

(3.3.10)

[(1-)(s-w) g z cos ]
Using: z/= [(1-)(s-w) g z, it follows that:
[cu+ z/(cos)2 tan]
sin 

_____________________________

(3.3.11)

z/ cos
sin cos= (cu/z/) + (cos)2 tan
cu/z/ = 0.5 (sin2) - (cos)2 tan

(3.3.12)

Thus, the slope angle  depends on the value of the cohesion cu and the value of tan.
Equation (3.3.12) was proposed by Morgenstern (1967) for infinite slopes of submarine cohesive soils with
tan=0. The relationship for infinite slopes of Morgenstern (1967) reads as: cu/z/= 0.5 sin(2).
Equation (3.3.12) is shown in Figure 3.3.4. for tan 0, 0.05, 0.1. Larger slope angle are possible if the cohesive
soil has appreciable friction angles.
The failure slopes of cohesive soils based on the work of Morgenstern (1967) for infinite slopes and Booker and
Davis (1972) for finite slopes are shown in Figure 3.3.4.
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Figure 3.3.4

Slope angle as function of cu/z/ and tan; finite and infinite slopes of cohesive soils
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The results of Booker and Davis (1972) are based on the theory of plasticity, which consists of (i) a yield criterion
defining the limit at which the material becomes plastic, (ii) the flow rule describing the relationship between
stresses and strains once the material has become plastic, and (iii) the consistency condition which prevents
stresses from exceeding the yield limit. Plasticity theory applies to undrained (short-term) deformation of soft
muddy soils.
The critical slope angle is substantially less for infinite slopes than for dredged finite slopes. In most situations
the cohesive soil of the slope will be in a consolidating stage with excess pore water pressure which reduces the
effective stress and hence the critical slope angle. This can be taken into account by using a relatively large safety
factor (1.5 to 2).
Examples given by Morgenstern(1967):
1. Low strengths of the very underconsolidated (soft) sediments as found in the Mississippi delta
sediments are consistent with slumping on slope angles barely in excess of 1 degree.
2. Loose cohesionless sediments have cu/z/  0.1 and failure takes place on slopes of about 6 degrees
(typical inclination for the continental shelf).
When waves are crossing the dedged slope in shallow water, the critical slope angle is influenced due to the
presence of a non-uniform water pressure distribution. The water pressure near the bed varies horizontally and
vertically over the wave cycle and may penetrate into bed which may lead to pore water pressure variations.
Furthermore, the top layer of the bed is affected by wave-induced shear stresses which may lead to fluidisation
and erosional processes .
A simple approach for sliding of a finite mud slope under a wave load is used to determine the critical slope angle.
The wave load is assumed to be a block of water with wave height H over a length equal to the horizontal slope
length Ls including a variation coefficient 2, see Figure 3.3.5. The slope length is assumed to be smaller than half
the wave length.
LWL= 2h/tan

H

Fw,s

Fw,n
Fw

ho

Ls= h/tan

Slide plane

h
FR,s

FG,s


FG,n
FG

Figure 3.3.5

Schematization for sliding of finite cohesive slope under wave load
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The sliding soil volume is unknown and related to a triangle with sides h and Ls including a calibration coefficient
1 (in the range of 0.7-1.3). The length of the sliding plane also is unknown and related to the horizontal slope
length Ls including a calibration 3 (in the range of 1.5-2).
The parameters are:
H= wave height over a cross-channel distance of L= 2 h/tan.
h= channel depth
ho= water depth outside cannel
Ls= h/tan= horizontal slope length
Lsp = 3 Ls = 3 h/tan= length of sliding plane
LWL= 2 Ls = 2 h/tan = length of wave load
 = slope angle
Vs= sliding volume= 0.5 1 h Ls= 0.51 h2 tan
FG,s= soil weight component along sliding plane
= (wet-) g Vs sin= 0.5 (wet-) g 1 (h2/tan) sin
= 0.5 (wet-) 1 g h2 cos
Fw,s= hydrostatic wave component along sliding plane = w g H (2 h/tan) sin = w g H 2 h cos
FR,s= soil resistance component along sliding plane

= cu Lsp = 3 h/tan (only cohesion: R= cu)

1 = calibration coefficient  0.7-1.3
2 = variation coefficient = 0.5-1.5
3 = calibration coefficient  1.5-2
Equilibrium yields:
cu 3 h/tan = 0.5 (wet-) 1 g h2 cos + w g H 2 h cos
cu = [0.5 (1/3)(wet-) g h + (2/3) w g H] cos tan
The effective intergranular soil stress in the sliding (at z=0.5h) plane is assumed to be: /= 0.5 (wet-) g h
This yields:
cu
_____

=

[0.5 (1/3)(wet-) g h + (2/3) w g H] cos tan
_________________________________________________________________

/

0.5 (wet-) g h

cu // = [1/3 + 2 (2/3 ) {w/(wet-)} (H/ho) (ho/h)] sin

(3.3.13)

No waves (H=0), 1 = 0.7 and 3 = 2 yields:
cu // = (1/3) sin
cu // = 0.35 sin
Using: 1 = 0.7, 2 = 1, 3 = 2, w/(wet-)  2.5 and ho/h=1, it follows that:
cu // = [0.35 + 2.5 H/ho] sin

(3.3.14)
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Figure 3.3.6 shows cu// = 0.35 sin (in case of H/ho=0) for finite slopes which is in fairly good agreement with
the results of Booker and Davis (1972) for finite slopes.
Figure 3.3.6 also shows Equation (3.3.14) for H/ho=0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. When waves are present, the critical slope
angle is significantly reduced for a given value of cu//. A slope with cu/z/= 0.2 has a critical slope angle of 10o
with waves of H/ho=0.3 (swell waves) and an angle of 35o without waves (H=0). Waves may also fluidise the top
layer of the cohesive slope resulting in a fluid mud layer moving down the slope (excessive channel siltation).
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Figure 3.3.6

Slope angle as function of cu/z/; finite slopes of cohesive soils with and without waves

Example:
A channel is dredged in soft cohesive muddy soil; channel depth h= 5 m (see inset Figure 3.3.6); soil sample is
taken from a depth of zsoil=0.5h= 2.5 m below the original soil surface and tested by a triaxial test in the laboratory
giving cu= 3000 N/m2.
The wet bulk density of the sample is wet=1450 kg/m3 (weakly consolidated); the fluid density is w=1025 kg/m3.
The static effective stress at depth of 2.5 m is: z/= (wet - w) g zsoil = (1450-1025)x9.81x2.5  10500 N/m2.
The ratio cu/z/= 3000/10500= 0.29 yielding a finite slope of failure 60o.
Taking a safety factor of 2, the safe slope is about safe 30o (slope of 1 to 2).
If waves are present with H/L= 0.3, the critical angle reduces to about 16o (8o or a slope of 1 to 7 including a
safety factor of 2). In practice, the slope of a soft mud in coastal seas with high waves should be in the range of
1 to 10 and 1 to 30.

3.4

Critical slopes for gravity flows (turbidity currents) of sand and mud

3.4.1 Definitions
Turbidity currents of fine cohesionless sediments (fine silts and sands) are sediment-laden underflows that can
occur along relatively steep slopes and delta fronts in lakes, in reservoirs and in submarine canyons. Ignitive
transformation of a delta foreset along a submarine slope of fine sand may result into a density current in which
the flow-energy substantially increases (self-acceleration). Often, these turbidity currents of fine sand are
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initiated by sudden failures (slumping, liquefaction, breaching or avalanching of fine cohesionless sediments) of
relatively steep bed slopes due to extreme shear forces. Large sediment discharges from major rivers depositing
at the delta slope front may continue directly as a turbidity current. In general terms it can be said that some
unspecified mechanism can bring the cohesionless sediment on an infinite slope into a state of limiting
equilibrium by inducing an undrained failure.
Field observations show that turbidity currents can attain relatively high velocities up to 10 m/s. The energy for
acceleration is derived from the sediment itself (work performed by the downstream component of gravity on
the suspended sediments). Hence, the turbid sediment layer drags the water along the sloping bottom (self
acceleration). If the velocity is sufficiently high, it will erode more sediment from the bed into the turbidity layer,
thus increasing the rate of work performed by gravity resulting into increased acceleration (self-reinforcing
process; positive feedback).
3.4.2 Two-layer schematization and basic equations
The basic equations for a non-steady turbidity current in three-dimensional and two-dimensional depthaveraged conditions are given by Van Rijn (2005).
In the case of a 1D channel with a constant slope angle (β), it is most easy to formulate the equations with respect
to a tilting coordinate system (s, n plane with slope angle β, see Figure 3.4.1). The hydrostatic pressure is now
defined along the n-axis, yielding a gcosβ-term (for all terms with ∂h2/∂s) and a gsinβ-term for the slope force
along the s-axis (decomposition of gravity force vector).
It is assumed that:
• the flow is steady,
• the velocities (u1) and sediment concentrations (c1) in the upper layer are negligibly small,
• the flow in the lower layer is fully turbulent,
• the pressure is hydrostatic.
The equations for 1D conditions can be expressed by Equations (3.4.1) to (3.4.3).
momentum balance of mixture in lower layer 2 in s-direction
ρ2∂(u22h2)/∂s+(ρs-ρw)h2c2[(gcosβ)∂h2/∂s- gsinβ]+(ρs-ρw)(0.5gh22cosβ+u22h2)∂c2/∂s + (τi+τb)=0

(3.4.1)

mass balance for fluid in lower layer 2
∂(u2h2(1-c2))/∂s - Wi - Wb= 0

(3.4.2)

mass balance for sediment in lower layer 2
∂(u2c2h2)/∂s - Si - Sb = 0

(3.4.3)

with :
h1, h2 = thickness of upper and lower layer (h1+h2=h= flow depth);
c1, c2 = depth-averaged volumetric suspended sediment concentration in upper layer 1 and lower layer 2;
u1=q1/h1, u2= q2/h2 = velocity in upper layer 1 and lower layer 2;
Wi= exchange of fluid at the interface, Wb = exchange of fluid at the bed;
Si = exchange of sediment at the interface, Sb = exchange of sediment at the bed;
ρ2 = mixture density of lower layer, ρw = fluid density (clear water in upper layer 1), ρs = sediment density;
τi = shear stress at interface (= ρ Cdi u22), τb = bed shear stress (= ρ Cd u22);
Cd = bottom friction coefficient (= g/C2), C = Chézy coefficient, Cdi = interface friction coeffcient;
β = angle of bed slope in s-direction, s = coordinate along bed slope.
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The equations (3.4.1), (3.4.2) and (3.4.3) define a set of three equations with three unknown parameters u2, h2
and c2, which can be solved for given boundary conditions. Coefficients have been determined by calibration.
Closure relationships for entrainment of water and sediment into the lower layer are given by Van Rijn (2005).
Equations (3.4.1) to (3.4.3) are implemented in the model TC-SAND and TC-MUD.

c1

n

s

u1

c2
u2
Bed
Sin B

Figure 3.4.1

Two-layer schematization Parameters

3.4.3 Critical slope angle for turbidity currents of sand
The TC-SAND model has been used to compute the critical slope angle at which a triggered turbidity current will
ignite and keep accelerating (self acceleration) entraining sediments from the bed into the turbidity layer.
The transition from self-accelerating to decaying conditions can be determined by decreasing the slope from a
value at which self-acceleration is established until the self-acceleration effect has disappeared completely.
Figure 3.4.2 shows computed results of the velocity u2 and the concentration c2 representing the transition from
decaying (slope of 3.5o) to self-accelerating conditions (slope of 4o) in the case of fine sand of 0.15 mm. The
boundary conditions at x= 0 m are: h2,0= 0.05 m, c2,0= 500 kg/m3 and Fr2,0= 2. In the latter case the velocity first
shows a decrease from about 0.7 m/s at x=0 to a minimum value of about 0.25 m/s and then a continuous
increase due to the self-acceleration effect. This typical behaviour was observed in all self-accelerating runs.
The concentration shows a similar behaviour; the concentration rapidly decreases from 500 kg/m3 to about 1
kg/m3 and then shows a gradual increase in the case of self-accelerating conditions. The minimum bed slope
increases from about 0.6o for fine silt of 0.05 mm (50 m) to about 17o for coarse sand of 0.5 mm (500 m).
In the case of a soft muddy bed, the minimum slope angle is found to be about 0.6o to 0.7o for a settling velocity
of 0.1 mm/s and cr,d= 0.05 N/m2, cr,e= 0.1 N/m2.
Computations have been made for various sand sizes in the range of 0.05 (50 m) and 0.5 mm (500 m). The
boundary conditions at x= 0 m have been set to: h2,0= 0.05 m, c2,0= 500 kg/m3 and Fr2,0= 2. Two values of the
Chézy-coefficient have been used: 50 and 70 m0.5/s.
The results are given in Figure 3.4.3. The largest Chézy-value yields the smallest sediment entrainment at the
bed and hence the largest value of the minimum bed slope.
Figure 3.4.4 shows the length scale required to develop a self-accelerating turbidity current (location of minimum
velocity in Figure 3.4.2). The length scale varies between about 200 m for fine sediment of 0.075 mm (75 m) to
about 30 m for very coarse sediment of 0.5 mm (500 m). Thus, the slope length should be much larger than
about 200 m to generate a turbidity current of fine sediments.
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Minimum (critical) bed slope angle for self-accelerating conditions as a function of sand size and
Chézy-coefficient
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3.4.4 Gravity flow of mud slurry
A soft mud slurry has visco-elastic properties (in between ideal solids and fluids). These materials can deform
irreversibly under the influence of stress; they can creep and flow.
If a consolidated mud surface under water is stationary (non-moving), the equilibrium of a control volume at the
mud surface implies that the gravity component along the slope is equal to the shear force (Figure 3.4.5):
Fg,s = Fs
(3.4.4)
b h L (1-) (s-w) g sin() = y b L
(3.4.5)
sin() = b /[h (1-) (s-w) g] = b /[h (dry/s) (s-w) g]
(3.4.6)
with: b= lateral width, L= length, h= layer thickness,  = 1 - (dry/s)= porosity factor, s= sediment density, w =
water density, dry = dry mud density (=mud concentration), g = gravity acceleration, = slope angle, b = bedshear stress, y = yield stress, fp = flow point stress of mud (stress just before initiation of flow).
At the onset of deformation (creep), it can be assumed that b = y, which gives:
sin() = y /[h (dry/s) (s-w) g]
At the onset of flow, it can be assumed that b = fp, which gives:
sin() = fp /[h (dry/s) (s-w) g]
water surface

h

L
Fp

Fg,s

Fs

Fp

Fg

Figure 3.4.5

Force equilibrium
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The yield (creep) stress and the flow point stress are related to the dry density (Van Rijn 2016):
y  0.0000006 (dry)3
fp  0.000003 (dry)3

(3.4.9)
(3.4.10)

Using Equations (3.4.7), (3.4.8), (3.4.9) and (3.4.10), the slope angle () for creep and flow can be determined as
function of the dry density (dry) and the layer thickness (h), see Figure 3.4.6. The slope angles involved are
smaller than about 10o to 20o from dry bulk densities smaller than about 300 kg/m3.
In the most practical range with dry mud densities between 100 and 200 kg/m3, it follows that:
• based on yield stress: mud slope angles are in the range of 0.1 to 2 degrees; the mud slope angle increases
with increasing dry density and decreasing layer thickness; the mud will very slowly creep along the slope;
• based on flow point stress: mud slope angles are in the range of 0.5 to 10 degrees; the mud slope angle
increases with increasing dry density and decreasing layer thickness; relatively large slopes are required
to initiate a mud flow with appreciable velocities.
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4.

Slope deformation of cohesionless sediments due to deposition and erosion

4.1

Deposition and erosion processes

Sediment transport
Most dredged channels in sandy and/or muddy beds are subject to deposition and erosion processes of movable
sediments supplied by the upstream river or tidal flow.
When the bed material consists of sandy sediments, the upstream sediment transport consists of bed load
transport if the local flow velocity is larger than the critical flow velocity for initiation of motion (about 0.3 m/s for
fine sand of 200 m). Suspended load transport is present if the local flow velocity is larger than the critical velocity
for initiation of suspension (about 0.5 m/s for 200 m). Sediment suspension is greatly enhanced if waves are
present.
When the sea bed contains relatively large muddy and silty sediment fractions, cohesive forces are important.
Generally, the strength of the consolidated soil against erosion is relatively large depending on the type of clay
minerals, the presence of organic materials, the stage of consolidation, etc. The stage of consolidation of the
mud bed is an important factor in the erodibility of the bed material. Fresh mud deposits have a very loose
texture of mud flocs which already have a low density themselves. The wet bulk density of fresh mud deposits is
in the range of 1050 to 1100 kg/m3 (95% water). The cohesive forces in fresh mud deposits are still very low and
the material can easily be eroded. The density of fresh mud deposits gradually increases as interstitial water is
pressed out by gravity forces. This process of consolidation initially goes relatively fast, but gradually slows down.
The strength against erosion increases with increasing consolidation and density.
The vertical distribution of the sediment concentrations in the water column can be characterized as a threelayer system with clear interfaces (lutoclines), as follows (Van Rijn, 1993):
• consolidated mud at the bottom with concentrations larger than about 300 kg/m 3; flocs and particles are
supported by drag forces exerted by the escaping fluid (hindered settling effects);
• mobile fluid mud suspension layer (0.1 to 1 m) with concentrations in the range between 10 and 300 kg/m3;
the fluid mud can be transported by tide-, wind-, wave- and gravity-driven forces (near-bed drift velocities
of 0.05 to 0.5 m/s);
• mobile dilute mud suspension (up to water surface) with concentrations in the range between 0.1 and 10
kg/m3; the flocs and particles are supported by turbulence-induced forces; the mud suspension can be
transported by tide-, wind-, wave-driven forces (velocities of 0.3 to 1 m/s).
Wave action over a muddy bed may generate a high-concentration fluid mud layer close to the bed (fluidisation).
The sediment concentrations in this layer may be of the order of 100 to 300 kg/m3. The sediment concentrations
above this layer generally are an order of magnitude smaller. Tide-driven, wave-driven, wind-driven or gravitydriven (on slopes) currents are able to transport the fluid mud layers towards the channel resulting in excessive
deposition on short term time scales (storms, monsoon waves).
Dredged channels
When a current crosses the channel, the current velocities decrease due to the increase of the water depths in the
channel and hence the sediment transport capacity decreases. As a result the bed-load particles and some part of
the suspended sediment particles will be deposited in the channel. The settling of suspended sediment particles is
the dominant process in the downsloping (deceleration) and in the middle section of the channel.
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In the case of a steep-sided channel with flow separation and associated extra turbulence energy, the settling
process may be reduced considerably. In the upsloping (downstream) section of the channel the dominant process
is sediment pick-up from the bed into the accelerating flow, resulting in an increase of the suspended sediment
concentrations.

Figure 4.1.1 Sediment transport processes in a channel perpendicular to the flow
The most relevant processes in the deposition and erosion zones of the channel are: advection of sediment particles
by the horizontal and vertical fluid velocities, mixing of sediment particles by turbulent and orbital motions, settling
of the particles due to gravity and pick-up of the particles from the bed by current and wave-induced bed-shear
stresses. The effect of the waves is that of an intensified stirring action in the near-bed layers resulting in larger
sediment concentrations, while the current is responsible for the transportation of the sediment. These processes
are schematically shown for cross-flow over a long, narrow channel in Figure 4.1.1.
In case of flow parallel to the axis of the channel, the side slopes of the channel are flattened/smoothed due to
gravitational effects. When a sediment particle resting on the side slope is set into motion by waves or currents
as a bed load particle in continuous contact with the bed, the resulting movement of the particle will, due to
gravity, have a component in downward direction. By this mechanism sediment material will always be
transported to the deeper part of the channel yielding reduced depths and smoothed side slopes.
In coastal seas, the deposition of sediments is relatively large due to the oscillatory flow processes during storm
events. This type of flow over a movable bed generates a bed-load layer and suspension layer with high
concentrations in the near-bed zone (wave boundary layer zone). The sediment can be transported to the
channel by tidal flow, by (asymmetric) oscillatory flow and by wave-induced streaming near the bed.
Channel deposition basically involves two main processes:
• sediment carried by the approaching flow to the channel, depending on flow, wave and sediment
properties;
• trapping of sediments in the channel below the surrounding bed, depending on channel geometry,
dimensions, orientation and sediment characteristics.
The trapping processes are related to:
• reduction of sediment transport capacity in the channel due to smaller velocities (most effective in
channels perpendicular to the flow);
• gravitational processes inducing a downward force on bed-load particles on the side slopes of a channel
(most effective in channels parallel with the flow).
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Figure 4.1.2 Channel deposition and erosion Opkanppen kleur)
Top:
Migration in unidirectional flow perpendicular to main axis
Middle:
Deposition and erosion in tidal flow perpendicular to main axis
Bottom: Flattening of slopes in tidal flow parallel to main axis

The orientation of the channel to the flow is a very influencial parameter. The following three cases are herein
distinguished (Figure 4.1.2):
a) Unidirectional flow perpendicular or oblique to the main channel axis: deposition at the upstream slopes
and erosion at the downstream slopes of the channel resulting in migration of the channel in the direction
of the dominant flow (mainly bed-load transport); deposition in the channel by reduction of the sand
transport capacity (mainly suspended load transport); in dominantly bed-load transport conditions the
channel migrates (invariant shape) through migration of the side slopes, whereas in dominantly suspended
load transport conditions the initial channel shape is gradually transformed and smoothed out;
b) Tidal flow perpendicular or oblique to the main channel axis: erosion at both side slopes due to bidirectional flow; deposition in the channel by reduction of the sand transport capacity (mainly suspended
load transport);
c) Tidal flow parallel to the main channel axis: flattening of the slopes by transport of sediment from the slopes
into the channel by gravitational slope effects (mainly bed-load transport in parallel flow); scouring processes
may also occur if local structures are present along the channel (currents around the head of a breakwater)
resulting in the generation of a scouring pit with local steep slopes (1 to 2; see also Figure 4.5.3).
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Hydrodynamics

4.2.1 Definitions
The influence of the channel on the local current pattern (tide and wind driven) is determined by the:
• channel dimensions (length, width, depth),
• angle between the main axis and direction of approaching current,
• strength of local current,
• bathymetry of local area (shoals near channel).
Generally, the dimensions of the channel are so small that there is no significant influence of the channel on the
macro-scale current pattern. In most cases the current pattern is only changed in the direct vicinity of the area
concerned. Basically, three situations can be distinguished:
• cross-currents
• parallel currents,
• oblique currents.
4.2.2 Cross-currents
When the channel is situated perpendicular to the local current, the velocities in the deeper zone of the channel
are reduced due to the increased water depth (Figure 4.2.1). This influence is most significant in the near-bed
layer of the deceleration zone where adverse pressure gradients are acting, causing a strong reduction of the
flow. In case steep side slopes (1 to 5 and steeper) flow separation and reversal will occur introducing a rather
complicated flow pattern. The velocities in the recirculation zone are small compared with those in the main
flow. The flow velocities in the near-water surface layers are hardly influenced by the presence of the channel
(inertial effect).

Figure 4.2.1 Channel perpendicular to current; flow velocity profiles in steep-sloped channel
The depth-averaged flow velocity inside the channel (u1) can be determined from the continuity equation (q is
constant):
u1=uo (ho/h1)

(4.2.1)
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In the case of mild channel slopes, the velocity distribution over the water depth can be represented by
logarithmic velocity profiles.
In the case of steep channel slopes, the velocity profiles are severely disturbed (Figure 4.3) requiring
mathematical modelling. Van Rijn (2005) has given an approximate method.

4.2.3 Parallel currents
When the channel is situated parallel to the local current, the velocities in the deeper zone may increase
considerably due to the decrease of the bottom friction, depending on the length and width of the deeper zone.
Just upstream of the channel, flow contraction will occur over a short distance yielding a local increase and
decrease of the flow velocity (order of 10% to 20%, depending on channel width W and upstream flow depth ho).
Flow contraction will be minimum for W>>ho.

Uo

Velocity Ux

U1

channel or pit

Flow lines

width W

Length L

COAST

Figure 4.2.2 Main channel axis parallel to current
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The flow velocity in the contraction section can be estimated from:
ucon=[2ho/(ho+h1)]uo.

(4.2.2)

The length of the contraction section is of the order of the channel width W. Similarly, flow contraction will occur
just before the downstream end of the channel. The flow velocity distribution along the main axis of the channel
is shown schematically in Figure 4.2.2.
Assuming the water surface slope to be constant, the equilibrium flow (u1) inside the channel can be described
by the Chézy-equation, yielding the following far-field expression:
u1=uo(C1/Co)(h1/ho)0.5

(4.2.3)

with u1=equilibrium flow velocity inside channel and uo= equilibrium flow velocity upstream of channel, h1= water
depth in channel, C= Chézy-coefficient. Generally, the flow inside the channel is somewhat larger than outside
the channel (u1>uo), except when the length of the channel is relatively small (L<2W). The adjustment length 
of the flow to the new equilibrium value inside the channel is of the order of =C12h1/(2g), yielding values of 3 to
4 km.
The exponential adjustment process can be expressed as:
ux2=u12+(uo2-u12)e-x/

(4.2.4)

Generally, the new equilibrium flow velocity in the channel is reached for L>10W and W>>ho.

Oblique currents
When the channel is situated oblique to the local current, the effects of parallel and perpendicular flow patterns
are occuring simultaneously. The velocity component perpendicular to the channel is inversely proportional to
the local water depth, while the velocity component parallel to the channel may increase due to a reduction of
bottom friction. As a result, the streamlines show a refraction-type pattern in the channel (see Figure 4.2.3).
This effect is more pronounced in the bottom region where the velocities are relatively small. Usually, there is
an overall increase of the velocities in the channel when the angle o between the approaching current and the
channel axis is smaller than about 20o to 30o, depending on channel dimensions and bottom roughness.
Physical model studies have been performed at the HR Wallingford (1973) and at Delft Hydraulics (1985b). The
tests at HR Wallingford were conducted in relatively wide channels inclined to the current at angles of 0o to 30o.
The water depth outside the channel ranged from 0.015 to 0.1 m and the difference in the depth between the
channel and that outside the channel was 0.02 m. These tests show that for angles smaller than 30o, the velocity
in the channel is generally larger than that outside the channel.
The tests at Delft Hydraulics were also conducted in relatively wide channels inclined to the flow at angles of 45o
to 90o. The water depth outside the channel ranged from 0.1 to 0.2 m. The approach velocity was 0.2 m/s in all
tests. The difference in the depth between the channel and that outside the channel was 0.1 m. In all cases, the
measured velocities inside the channel were smaller than those outside the channel. The side slope (between 1
to 6 and 1 to 15) had not much influence on the velocity ratio and angle in the channel.
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Channel parallel to current; deflection/refraction of streamlines

Delft Hydraulics (1985b) has presented design graphs for the current velocity vector v=(ux2+uy2)0.5 and deflection
angle in the middle of a channel oblique to the flow (Figure 4.2.4), based on mathematical modeling.
The water depth outside the channel is in the range between 2.5 and 10 m.
The channel depth with respect to the surrounding bottom is 5 m.
The side slopes of the channels are 1 to 10.
The bottom width is 200 m.
The approach velocity is 2 m/s.
The bed roughness is ks= 0.1 m.
Figure 4.2.4 shows that the velocity vector v1>v0 for approach angles < 15o.
The velocity vector ratio v1/vo of Figure 4.2.4 can be reasonably well (error of 10% to 20% for approach angles
between 10o and 90o) represented by the following expression: v1/vo=[(ho/h1)(sino/sin1)].
The deflection angle 1 can be reasonably well (error of 10% to 20% for approach angles between 10o and 90o)
represented by: 1= atan[(ho/h1)tan(o)].
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Figure 4.2.4 Velocity and deflection angle in middle of channel for oblique flow
h0= water depth outside channel; h1= water depth inside channel;
v0= depth-averaged velocity vector outside channel;
v1= depth-averaged velocity vector in middle of channel
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Waves

Waves are important for the sediment transport processes due to the stirring action of the orbital fluid motions on
the sediment particles. This effect is most pronounced in shallow depths where the wave motion feels the
seabottom.
Wave motion in the nearshore zone is influenced by refraction, diffraction, shoaling and energy dissipation by wave
breaking and bottom friction. Wave breaking in the nearshore zone may result into the generation of additional
currents.
Wave breaking outside the channel results in a wave-induced set-up on both sides of the channel generating a flow
towardss the channel. Due to the presence of the coast the flow in the channel will be deflected in offshore
direction (similar to rip currents, see Figure 4.3.1).

Waves refracting
from channel

Reflecting waves

Crossing waves

cr. angle

Offshore
currents
Wave breaking

Channel

COAST

Figure 4.3.1 Effect of channel on wave propagation
Three situations of wave propagation over the channel are herein distinguished: cross waves, parallel waves and
oblique waves.
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4.3.1 Cross waves
When the waves are propagating perpendicular to the main axis of the channel, the wave height in the channel
will reduce due to the increased depth. Secondary effects are reflection phenomena at the edges of the side
slopes.
4.3.2 Parallel waves
When the waves are propagating parallel to the main axis of the channel, the wave height in the channel will be
reduced somewhat due to the increased water depth. The wave celerity will increase in the channel yielding
curved wave crests. Wave energy on the side slopes will be reduced by diffractional effects. Waves with a very
small approach angle entering the channel will be refracted out of the area (see Figure 4.3.1) resulting in reduced
wave heights in the channel area near the shore. Furthermore, diffractional effects will occur in the channel for
waves running parallel to the channel axis due to differences in depth inside and outside the channel resulting
in phase differences and eventually the waves will break up into waves with individual crests inside and outside
the channel and the average wave height will be reduced considerably (up to about 40% ; Zwamborn and Grieve,
1964).
4.3.3 Oblique waves
When the waves are propagating oblique to the main axis of the channel, shoaling and refraction effects will
occur and a rather disturbed wave patttern may be generated in the channel depending on the depth and wave
approach angle. In case of a relatively small approach angle, the incoming waves may be trapped
(refracted/reflected backwards) on the slope of the deepened area resulting in a significantly smaller wave height
in the channel, see Figure 4.3.1. A cross wave pattern consisting of incoming and outgoing waves will be
generated outside the channel. The critical wave approach angle (with respect to the channel axis) is about 25o
to 30o for a depth of 15 to 20 m, side slopes of 1 to 7 and channel depth of 5 to 10 m. Incoming waves with an
approach angle larger than the critical value will cross the channel; the wave direction of the waves leaving the
channel will more or less the same as that of the incoming waves due to compensating refractional effects on
both side slopes (in case of a relatively narrow channel).
Laboratory tests with directional irregular waves showed, however, that the wave trapping and wave
concentration phenomena are much less critical than in tests with longcrested regular waves. The measured
wave heights in the entrance area was significantly larger in the test series with regular waves.

4.4

Slope deformation processes by cross-currents

4.4.1 Introduction
Van Rijn (1987) has developed a 2DV-model SUTRENCH which can be sued to compute the morphological
development of trenches and channels in tidal flows in combination with surface waves (see also Deltares/Delft
Hydraulics 1985a). A more simplified model is the SEDTUBE-model, which is based on semi-analytical expressions
with coefficients determined by computer fitting of SUTRENCH model results for a wide range of conditions
(www.leovanrijn-sediment.com).
Raaijmakers (2005) has used the SUTRENCH-model to study the channel slope development in unidirectional and
tidal flow with and without surface waves. The most important results of Raaijmakers (2005) are summarized in
Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
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4.4.2 Slope deformation by unidirectional flow (river flow)
Figure 4.4.1 shows the channel bed development in unidirectional flow (river flow) for fine sand of about 200
m. The upstream slope remains rather steep (initial slope of 1 to 5), while the downstream slope flattens
significantly. Some reduction of the maximum channel depth occurs, which is an indication of suspended
transport, which settles down at the channel bottom. The upstream slope after 30 days seems to be steeper than
the other plotted slopes, while the slope height is only slightly reduced. Most of the sedimentation takes place
in the upstream zone of the channel.

Figure 4.4.1 Channel development in unidirectional flow (uo=0.75 m/s; fine sand); Raaijmakers (2005)

Figure 4.4.2 shows a plot of the maximum slopes that do occur during this period of 90 days against grain
diameters. The upstream slopes get steeper for larger current velocities and for larger grain diameters. The slope
increase is largest for the largest velocity of 1 m/s. This can be explained by the fact that weak currents hardly
move any large sediment, but stronger currents are able to move more and more sediment, because of the
strong nonlinear relationship between velocity and transport. Similarly, weak currents in combination a large
wave height will also lead to steepening of the upstream channel slope.
Upstream slopes can be as steep as 1 to 2, particularly if additional turbulence is produced due to the presence
of an upstream structure.
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Figure 4.4.2 Maximum upstream channel slope for various sand particle diameters; Raaijmakers (2005)

4.4.3 Slope deformation by bidirectional (symmetrical tidal flow)
Figure 4.4.3 shows results for tidal flow (with 2 constant velocity blocks) with peak velocities of 0.5 m/s and a
wave height of 1.5 m for fine sand of 200 m and initial slopes of 1 to 3; 1 to 5 and 1 to 7. The 1 to 3-slope is
slightly flattening, the 1 to7-slope is slightly steepening and the 1 to 5-slope stays more or less the same,
indicating that a side slopes of 1 to 5 is approximately the dynamic equilibrium slope for these conditions (water
depth, tidal current and wave height). This morphological behaviour can completely be explained by the
presence of bed load and suspended transport. The bed load transport diminishes when passing over the slope.
At the toe of the slope, there is only little bed load transport; when the seabed becomes flat at the channel
bottom, there is only suspended sediment transport left, resulting in a small sedimentation on the channel
bottom.
Figure 4.4.3 shows a similar plot for silt of 50 m. A decrease of the grain size to 50 μm shows a different
behaviour. The siltation proceeds very rapidly due to dominant suspended load transport causing strong slope
flattening.
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Figure 4.4.3 Channel slope development after 300 days in symmetrical tidal flow (vmax=0.5 m/s) plus
low waves (H=1.5 m); sand 200 m; Raaijmakers (2005)

Figure 4.4.4 Channel slope development after 300 days in symmetrical tidal flow (vmax=0.5 m/s) plus low waves;
(H=1.5 m); silt 50 m; Raaijmakers (2005)
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Figure 4.4.5 shows the channel slope development in time for three tidal velocities (symmetrical tide). Slight
slope steepening due to bed load transport can be observed in the initial deposition stage (about 100 days), while
slope flattening occurs if the suspended load transport becomes dominant (strong current of 1 m/s).

Figure 4.4.5 Channel slope development after 300 days in symmetrical tidal flow (3 velocities) plus waves
(H=1.5 m); sand 200 m; Raaijmakers (2005)
Figure 4.4.6 shows a plot of the maximum channel slope within a period of 300 days as function of the grain
diameter for three velocities. Slope steepening occurs during the initial stage, particularly for coarse sediments
(500 m). Side slopes of fine sand are flattened in the final stage of deposition (not shown).

Figure 4.4.6 Maximum channel slope in symmetrical tidal flow for various sand particle diameters;
3 flow velocities; Raaijmakers (2005)
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Figure 4.4.7 shows a similar plot of the maximum channel slope within a period of 300 days for thee wave heights
and a weak current of 0.5 m/s. Waves stir up sediment at the surrounding seabed, which is transported by the
tidal current to the upstream slope causing slope steepening for fine sands in the initial stage of deposition. Large
waves generate more suspended load, but this is also deposited at the upstream slope causing slight slope
steepening in the initial deposition stage. Slope flattening occurs at later stages when the channel gradually is
filled with sediment (not shown).

Figure 4.4.7 Maximum cannel slope in symmetrical tidal flow for various sand particle diameters;
1 flow velocity; 3 wave heights; Raaijmakers (2005)
Summarizing:
• larger tidal current velocities cause larger slope flattening due to the larger contribution of suspended
load; silt and fine sand are most susceptible to slope flattening;
• waves in combination with a weak current cause slight slope steepening of a channel bed consisting of
fine sand in the initial deposition stage when deposition takes mainly place at the side slopes; slope
flattening occurs at later stages (filling of channel).
Raaijmakers (2005) has also used the SUTRENCH-model to compute the bed profile development for a realistic
channel in the seabed (about 200 m) of the North Sea (depth of 18 m below mean sea level). The tidal range is
1.5 m. The peak flood velocity is 0.7 m/s and the peak ebb velocity is about 0.6 m/s. The annual mean wave
heigth is Hs,mean= 1.05 m. The maximum wave height is Hs,max= 5.5 m.
The annual wave distributioin was varied as follows:
Case I: an ever increasing wave climate;
Case II: an ever decreasing wave climate;
Case III: first increasing and then decreasing wave climate (most realistic case);
Case IV: constant year-averaged wave height;
Case V: constant year-averaged square wave height;
Case VI: constant wave height fitted to Case III.
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Figure 4.4.8 shows that the wave schematization has little effect on the computed bed profiles after 1 year (initial
slope of 1 to 5). It is found that the same results can be obtained using a constant wave height of Hs,10%= 1.8 m,
which is exceeded by about 10% of the waves. The channel slopes show a slight steepening from 1 to 5 to about
1 to 4.5 after 1 year, because bed load transport dominates during most periods as the water depth is very large
(peak orbital velocities remain relatively small) and tidal currents are not very large (<0.7 m/s). Slope flattening
only occurs during storm periods.

Figure 4.4.8 Channel bed profiles after 1 year for different wave schematizations; Raaijmakers 2005

4.5

Slope deformation processes by parallel currents

4.5.1 Slope flattening processes
Method of Fredsøe (1978)
Fredsøe (1978) has proposed a method to compute the morphological behaviour of a channel slope parallel to
the flow by considering the effects of gravity forces and drag forces on the bed-load particles moving on the side
slopes of the channel. The resulting force is inclined towards the channel bottom and thus causes infill of the
channel (see Figure 4.5.1). The angle  between the direction of the force on the particle and the flow line is
assumed to be equal to the ratio of the transverse side slope angle  and the dynamic friction angle  of the bed
material particles, which reads as:
tan  = tan  / tan 

(4.5.1)
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Flow


h =channel depth

Particle
path

zb(x,t)
Side slope angle

Figure 4.5.1

Morphological behaviour of side slope in parallel flow; bed load particles experience a down-slope
gravity force component during their movement

Assuming that the variation of the bed-load transport over the side slope is relatively small, a diffusion type
equation for the bed level can be derived, as follows:
zb/t=  2zb/x2

(4.5.2)

with: = qbo/[(1-)(tan )]= constant diffusion coefficient (in m3/ms), qbo= bed-load transport in flow direction on
middle of slope (in m3/ms), tan = dynamic friction angle (about 1.5), = porosity factor (0.4), x= coordinate
transverse to channel axis, zb= bed level to channel bottom.
The volume of sand transported from the side slopes into the channel after time t can be expressed as:
S= 2h (/)0.5 [(t+to)0.5 - to0.5]

(4.5.3)

with S= infill volume of sand (in m3/m) after time t, h= initial channel depth (below surrounding bottom),
to=(h2)/(64  tan)=coefficient (in seconds), = initial transverse side slope angle, t= time (in seconds).
According to Fredsøe (1978), this approach is also valid for currents crossing a channel under a small angle
relative to the channel axis. In that case the longitudinal component of the bed-load transport on the side slope
should be used into the equation for channel sedimentation.

Method of Ikeda (1982)
Another approach of Ikeda (1982) is based on the transverse bed-load transport (qb,n) on the side slope of a
straight channel, yielding the following formula:
qb,n=[1.5(b,cr/b)0.5 tan]qbo

(4.5.4)

with b,cr= critical bed-shear stress and b= bed-shear stress exerted by the flow (and/or waves).
The sedimentation (in m3/m) in the horizontal bottom section of the channel by lateral bed-load transport from
two side slopes after time t (in s) can be determined as:
S= [2 (1-)-1 {1.5(b,cr/b)0.5 tan} qbo] t

(4.5.5)
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Method based on parabolic distribution of transverse bed load transport
Another simple approach is to assume that the lateral bed load stransport (qb) is described by a parabolic
distribution with maximum value qb,max (in m3/m/s excluding pores) at z= 0.5L, with L= horizontal slope length, see
Figure 4.5.2. The lateral bed-load transport distribution is given by:
qb= -4qb,max x2/L2 + 4 qb,max x/L
qb/x= -8qb,max x/L2 + 4 qb,max/L

(4.5.6)

qb,max

ho

0.5L

0.5L


h

qb,max

x
L

Figure 4.5.2

Slope flattening due lateral bed load transport

Using the sand balance equation: zb/t + (1/(1-)) qb/x= 0
Integration of Equation (4.5.7) yields:

(4.5.7)

zb,t = [1/(1-)] [-8qb,max x/L2 + 4 qb,max/L] t

(4.5.8)

This gives: deposition = zb,t at x=0 = [1/(1-)] [4 qb,max/L] t and erosion = zb,t at x=L= [1/(1-)] [-4 qb,max/L] t
The slope is given by: So=h/L and the slope after time t is: St = (h – 2)/L = So – [1/(1-)] [8qb,max/L2] t
(4.5.9)
Example
Given :
qbo= longitudinal bed load transport at middle of the slope= 0.01 kg/s/m= 3.8 10-6 m3/m/s (using s=2650 kg/m3)
h= channel depth= 5 m; L= horizontal slope length= 50 m; tan = 5/50= 0.1, tan = 1.5, =0.4.
Method Fredsøe (1978)
Using Equations (4.5.2) and (4.5.3), this yields: =4.2 10-6 m3/m/s, to=3 106 s; the infill rate after t= 1 year= 32 106
seconds on the horizontal bottom section of the channel is: S=50 m3/m.
The total bed-load transport in the longitudinal flow direction over the two side slopes is: 2bqbo in m3/s, Ls= length
along slope. Taking Ls= h/tan = 50 m, qbo= 3.8 10-6 m3/m/s and porosity =0.4, the total bed-load transport in
the main flow direction over the two slopes in one year is about 20,000 m 3 (bulk volume). Thus, about 0.25% of
this quantity will be carried laterally to the bottom section of the channel.
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Method Ikeda (1982)
Using Equations (4.5.4) and (4.5.5) with b,cr/b= 0.2, the transverse bed-load transport on the side slope in
downard direction is: qb,n= 0.07qbo=0.07x3.8 10-6 =0.27 10-6 m3/m/s.
The total bed-load transport (using porosity of = 0.4) from two slopes to the horizontal channel bottom in one
year is: 30 m3/m.
Using b,cr/b= 0.1, the total bed-load transport to the channel bottom will be about 50 m3/m.
Method based on parabolic lateral bed-load transport
Using Equation (4.5.9) and maximum lateral bed-load transport qb,max= 0.07qbo=0.27 10-6 m3/m/s, it follows that:
St = So – [1/(1-)] [8qb,max/L2] t = 5/50 – (1/0.6)(8x0.27 10-6/502) t = 0.1 – (1.4 10-9) t
After 1 year (t= 32 106 sec), it follows that: s1year=0.1-0.032= 0.0638 (1 to 15).
So, the slope has flattened from 1 to 10 to 1 to 14 due to lateral bed-load transport processes.
4.5.2 Slope steepening processes
Local scouring processes often occur near structures, where vortex streets, circulation zones and additional
turbulence are produced resulting in steep, unstable slopes of about 1 to 2. Figure 4.5.3 shows a plan view of
the scour pit near the head of the northern breakwater along the Euro-Maas channel (approach to Port of
Rotterdam) and the transects across the steepest slope. The maximum depth in the scour pit area is about 28 to
30 m, which is much deeper than the depth required for navigation (about 20 m). The steepest slope is about 1
to 2 over a height of about 6 m (survey 2017). The scour area is primarily caused by the ebb flow coming out of
the channel turning to the North.

Steep slope
1 to 2

EBB FLOW

Figure 4.5.3

Steep slopes in scour pit near head of northern breakwater along Euro-Maas channel,
Hoek van Holland, The Netherlands
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4.5.3 Example SEDTUBE1D-model
The SEDTUBE1D-model (Van Rijn 2005, 2017) can be used to compute the slope flattening process in a channel
with parallel flow.
The lateral bed-load transport is computed by using the equation of Ikeda (1982), see Equation (4.5.4).
Figure 4.5.4 shows the computed flow velocity (blue line) inside the channel at t=0 (initial situation) in a
navigation channel with parallel flow.
The bed consists of sand with d50= 0.25 mm. Settling velocity is 0.015 m/s. Tidal range is 3.6 m.
The longitudinal flow velocity outside the channel is 0.75 m/s (both for flood and ebb flow).
The longitudinal flow velocity inside the channel is 1.3 m/s due the reduced flow resistance (larger depth).

Bed level (m)

Figure 4.5.4 also shows the computed bed levels after 10 and 25 years for a sand bed of 250 m.
The time-averaged lateral bed-load transport is about 10 m3/m/year.
The side slopes are flattened from 1 to 20 to about 1 to 35 after 10 years and to 1 to 50 after 25 years.
3
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Figure 4.5.4 Computed bed levels after 10 years (red) and 25 years (green) in case of parallel flow (blue)
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5.

Observed slopes of natural and dredged channels and pits

5.1

Natural channels in estuaries and tidal rivers

Available slope data of natural channels in different tidal systems with and without waves have been analyzed
(Table 5.1.1) to determine the behaviour of natural slopes as function of the environmental conditions. Both
small-scale and large-scale channel systems have been studied. Analysis of the Western Scheldt data shows the
presence of relatively narrow and deep channels in the inner estuary and wide and less deep channels in the
outer estuary where the total estuary width varies between 5 km at Vlissingen to about 25 km at the coastlines
of Belgium and The Netherlands. The channel slopes of the inner estuary are between 1 to 10 and 1 to 50 and
locally near the banks between 1 to 4 and 1 to 6. The channel slopes in the outer estuary of the Western Scheldt
are much milder with values between 1 to 100 and 1 to 200 and locally near the banks between 1 to 6 and 1 to
25. The channel slopes in the outer Elbe estuary are somewhat milder with values between 1 to 50 and 1 to 100.
The channel slopes of sandy/silty tidal rivers are between 1 to 5 and 1 to 20 (Elbe, Rio Parana, Ems). Very mild
slopes (> 1 to 200) in soft, muddy conditions (Yangtze).
Channel system

Channe
l depth
(m)
6-8

Tidal
range
(m)
3-3.5

Flow vel.
(m/s) ;
waves(m)
1-1.5;
no waves

Sediment
Channel slope

Slopes

medium
sand

silt
mud

Slope of 1 to 20 over a height of 4 m;
Maximum slope of 1 to 10 over 1 m

15-20

3-3.5

1.3-1.8;
no waves

medium
sand

silt
mud

Rio Parana near
Campana
Argentina
(Van Rijn 2017)
Inner Western
Scheldt landward
of Vlissingen
Netherlands
(Deltares 2011a)
Outer Western
Scheldt seaward
of Vlissingen
(Arcadis 2016;
Hordijk 2002;
RWS-RIKZ 1999)
Yangtze estuary
China
(Li et al. 2000)

20-30

0.2

1-1.5;
no waves

medium
sand

20-50

4-5

1-1.5;
no waves

medium
sand

silt
mud
(20%
clay)
fine
sand

1) 20 km seaward Cuxhaven (outer estuary)
Slopes of 1 to 50 and 1 to 100 over height of 20 m;
2) 75 km landward Cuxhaven (near Stade)
Slopes of 1 to 5 over height of 13 m at right bank;
Slope of 1 to 15 over height of 7 m near left bank
Slope of 1 to 10 over height of 30 m at right bank
(inner bend shoal of silty/muddy sediment);
Maximum slope of 1 to 4 at toe of slope (sandy)

15-20

3.84.2

0.8-1.2;
storm
waves

medium
sand

fine
sand

6-8

3-4

1-1.5;
small
waves

silt/mud

mud/
clay

Surf zone channels parallel to
coast

4-8

2-3

1-1.5

medium
sand

sand

Ems river near
Pogum Germany
(Huijts etal2011)
Elbe river
Germany
(Deltares 2011b)

Relatively deep channels (up to 50 m):
Most slopes in the range between 1 to 10 over
height of 20 m and 1 to 50 over height of 7 m;
Maximum slope of 1 to 4 over height of 50 m near
the bank (Honte channel)
Less deep channels (up to 20 m):
Most slopes in the range between 1 to 100 and 1
to 200; slope lengths of 0.5 to 1.5 km;
Steep slopes in the range of 1 to 6 (Oostgat) and 1
to 25 (Wielingen) near the coastal banks
(storm waves have smoothing effect)
Mildest slope of 1 to 1500 (over height of 3 m) at
the banks of the Chongming island;
Steepest slope of 1 to 200 over height of 7 m at
channel of north passage
Channel between inner and outer breaker bars
Slopes: between 1 to 10 and 1 to 50; locally steep
slopes due to toe erosion (Egmond, Terschelling)

Mud= mixture clay, silt, fine sand=2-100 m; Silt= 8-62 m; Fine sand=62-200 m; Medium sand=200-400 m
Table 5.1.1 Observed slopes in natural channel systems
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Dredged channels and pits in cohesionless (silty/sandy) soils

Table 5.2.1 gives a summary of available data for cohesionless marine soils. The observed stable slopes vary in
the range of 1 to 2 and 1 to 8 just after dredging. Substantial flattening occurs at most sites in a period of weeks
to months. The channel slopes close to structures remain faily steep (Euro-Maas channel; Figures A14, A15).
Type of channel

Channel
depth
below
surroun
ding bed
(m)

Total
channel
depth

Type of bed
sediment

Offshore Euro-Maas channel
(approach to Rotterdam)
(Deltares 2009);
see Figures A14, A15

12

26

200-300 m

0.7

(m)
up to 7

Offshore trial dredge trench
1964 Scheveningen, NL
(Van Rijn 2005)
Trial dredge channel 1977
Western Scheldt, NL
(Van Rijn 2005)
Trial dredge channel Bahia
Blanca, Argentina 1980
(Van Rijn 2005)
Trial dredge channel Asan
Bay South Korea 1983
(Van Rijn 2005)
Pipe trench 1982
Surf zone Denmark
(Mangor 1986)
Pipe trench 1985
Ameland, NL (Postma 1987)
Pipe trench 1983
Callantsoog, NL
(Postma 1987)
Pipe trench 1984
Bacton, UK (Postma 1987)
Pipe trench 1983
Great yarmouth, UK
(Postma 1987)
Pipe trench 1984
Hythe, UK (Postma 1987)
USA tidal inlet channels
(Buonaito-Kraus 2003)

8

12

200-300 m

0.7

up to 3

10

18

150-250 m

1.2

none

1 to 6

5

16

0.5

up to 2

1 to 8

5

12

100-150 m
deposits of
fine silt
200 m

0.8

up to 4

1 to 7

1 to 10
after 100 days

5

10

200-300 m

0.51.0

brea
king

1 to 1
1 to 4

1 to 10
1 to 20

4-6

4-16

150-200 m

1 to 3

4-6

10-18

300-500 m

1 to 4

1 to 13
after 15-60 days
1 to 7
after 60 days

3

4 to 12

500-600 m

1 to 3

6-9

7-35

> 250 m

1 to 2

3-5

4-15

silt/fine sand
100-200 m
fine sand
150-300 m

1 to 2

(m)

Cur
rents

Storm
Waves

Observed slope
initial after some time
(within 1 year)

(m/s)

Table 5.2.1 Observed slopes in cohesionless sandy/silty soils
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Section of 2 to 3 km beyond the
jetties has steep slopes due to
jet type outflow (toe erosion)
Lower slope: between 1 to 3
and 1 to 6 over height of 10 m
Upper slope: between 1 to 10
and 1 to 100 over height of 5 m
(erosion at upper edge of north
side)
1 to 5 1 to 20
after 170 days

1 to 7

1 to 10
after 22 days

1 to 6
after 30 days
1 to 5
after 20 days
1 to 4
after 50 days
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Dredged channels and pits in cohesive marine soils

Table 5.3.1 gives a summary of available data for cohesive marine soils.
Most interesting are the data of Evans (1994) who has studied the critical slopes of consolidated marine mud at
various locations (three sites) near Hong Kong. His data show that surface waves reduce to the critical angle of
mud slopes significantly. Marine mud slopes are strongly affected by surface waves; critical slope angles are
relatively small in shallow water increasing to values of 20o to 25o in deep water
Natural seabed slopes west of Chek Lap Kok (North Lantau island, Hong Kong)
Data on natural slopes in the area were obtained from three hydrographic/geophysical surveys performed
between 1979 and 1990. Slope gradients, slope heights, mean water depths and marine deposit thicknesses
were measured. The marine deposits in the Chek Lap Kok area comprise consolidated marine clays that are
occasionally sandy and which contain some shell fragments. Occasional thin beds of loose marine sand are also
present. The total thickness of marine deposits ranges from less than 1 m in places (generally close inshore) to
over 20 m. The maximum wave heights are in the range of 3 to 4 m. Currents are weak. The measured critical
slope angle of the seabed decreases for smaller water depths (larger wave effect at bed):
• depth of 4 to 6 m below mean sea level: critical slope angle  1o to 2o;
• depth of 6 to 8 m below mean sea level: critical slope angle  2o to 5o;
• depth of 8 to 10 m below mean sea level: critical slope angle  5o to 10o;
• depth of 10 to 15 m below mean sea level: critical slope angle  10o to 15o.
Plover Cove, Northeast New Territories, Hong Kong
Seabed mud was dredged (cuts of about 10 m deep) for dam construction works. Plover Cove forms part of a
large drowned valley (Tolo Harbour and Tolo Channel) which is sheltered from the open sea. The seabed strata
typically comprise about 10 m of dark grey marine mud overlying heterogeneous alluvial deposits. The clay
content of the muds varies from 45% to 65%. The original seabed level is generally about 5 to 10 m. Wave
heights are very small.
Based on sample testing, it was found that: cu//  0.4. This type of consolidated material was found to be stable
at slopes of 1 to 2 (angle of 25o) and 1 to 3 (angles of 20o) in conditions with small waves.
Sand mining pits at Urmston road, Hong Kong
Fifteen borrow pits for the supply of sand and gravel were dredged in Urmston Road between January 1988 and
June 1990 at the west side of Knowloon island. Seven pits remained open (without backfilling) and were surveyed
between 27 June and 20 July 1990. Water depths at the slope crests vary from about 6 m to 20 m, while maximum
water depth in the base of the pits is about 40 m. Maximum wave heights are up to 0.7 m.
At the time of the survey the average age of the sides lopes was about 10 months. The geology comprises 5 m
to 20 m of marine silts and clays overlying sands and gravels that are generally alluvial and which contain some
clay bands. The cut slopes therefore comprise an upper portion consisting of consolidated marine silts and clays,
with a variable thickness of sand and gravel generally exposed at the base of the slope. Some of the slopes
comprise silt and clay for their full height.
Wet bulk densities in the silts and clays ranges from 1.45 to 1.75 t/m3. Field vane shear strength data from the
site indicate representative cu//  0.25 to 0.45. Friction angles were found to be about =32o to 36o.
Observed values show that the slope gradients increase with pit depth and that the slopes in the sands and
gravels are steeper than those in the silts and clays, as follows:
• pit depth below surrounding bed 1 to 3 m: slope angle mud5o-10o; slope angle sand25o-30o;
• pit depth below surrounding bed 3 to 5 m: slope angle mud10o-15o; slope angle sand25o-30o;
• pit depth below surrounding bed 5 to 10 m: slope angle mud15o-25o; slope angle sand25o-30o.
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Type of channel

Navigation channel Port
New Mangalore India 19751990 (Ghosh et al. 2001)
Trial dredge pit Port Warri
Nigeria 1979
(Mikkelsen et al. 1980)
Natural seabed slopes west
of Chek Lap Kok, North
Lantau Island, Honk Kong
1979-1990 (Evans, 1994)

Plover Cove, Northeast
Territories, Hong Kong
(Evans, 1994)
Sand mining pits Urmston
Road 1990, west of
Knowloon Ilsand, Hong Kong
(Evans 1994)
Berbice navigation channel,
Surinam (Van Rijn 2005)
Pusan 2002
South Korea
(Raaijmakers 2005)
Holwerd navigation channel
Dutch Wadden Sea 2016
(Van Rijn 2017)

Channel
depth
below
surroun
ding bed
(m)
2-7

Total
channel
depth

7

10

no
channel/
pit

4-15
(natural
depth)

5-15

(m)
10-16

30-35

15

30

5
(below
tidal
flats)

6
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Type of bed
sediment

Cur
rents

Waves

(m/s)
0.3

(m)
up to 3

silt 50 m

0.3

up to 2

consolidated
marine
muds

weak

3 to 4

consolidated
dark grey
marine mud
consolidated
marine mud,
sand/gravel

weak

very
small

weak

0.7

silt/mud
30-100 m

consolidated
mud
clay/silt

soft silt/mud
15% clay;
60% silt;
15% fine
sand;
d50= 10-20
m

Table 5.3.1 Observed slopes in cohesive marine soils
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Observed slope
initial
after some time (within
1 year)

1 to 15
1 to 20
1 to 50

depth 4-6 m:
1o-2o
depth 6-8 m:
2o-5o
depth 8-10 m: 5o-10o
depth 10-15 m: 10o-25o
(waves reduce slope
angle in shallow water)
20o to 25o

1 to 5
weak

small

1 to 4

0.7
(tidal
flow)

<0.5

1 to 10

depth 1-3 m: 5o-10o
depth 3-5 m: 25o-30o
depth 5-10 m: 15o-25o
after 10 months
1 to 10 offshore
1 to 60 nearshore
1 to 4

Most slopes in range
between 1 to 10 and 1 to
20 over height of 3 m
(after 1 week);
Locally:1 to 4 over height
of 1 m
(quick consolidation
from dry bulk density of
300-500 kg/m3 to 750950 kg/m3; effective
settling velocity=1-2
mm/s)

Note: Channel slopes of mud, silt and sand
Date: January 2018
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